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Introduction. This paper is a natural sequel to Geometry of immersions. I and

II ([1] and [2]). The object is to apply the general geometric singularity theory

developed in [1] and [2] to two specific geometric singularities of an immersed n

manifold in Fn+1. These applications differ from those at the end of [2] as they

involve a more detailed study of the singularity in question which sharpens the

information given by the general theory. In §1 we review much of the necessary

information from [1] and [2]. In §2 we set up the machinery for studying the para-

bolic points of an immersion of a compact n-manifold into Fn + 1 as a type of

singularity of the osculating map (a refinement of the 2-jet). We also apply the main

theory in §2. §3 refines the results of §2, especially in the case n = 2. In §4 and §5

we repeat the same process for umbilic points. We will close by illustrating how we

proceed in the case of the umbilic points.

Let Y be a compact 2-dimensional manifold. Let I{X, R3) be the set of immersions

of X in R3. Let fe I{X, R3). We ask when if ever is the set of umbilics (points

where the two principal curvatures are equal) a submanifold of codimension two,

and if it is a submanifold in a particularly "nice" way, we ask how many umbilics

there are. An application of the two main theorems [1] and [2] (and §1) gives the

following answer. For an open dense subset Du of 7(X, R3), the number of umbilic

points is even. This is roughly the content of §4. In §5 the transversality condition

of "niceness" is studied in detail and is related to the index of an isolated umbilic

point. The main result is: if/e Dn then the index of an umbilic point off is ±\,

and therefore the number of umbilic points of/is greater than or equal to 2|x(Y)|

where x(Y) is the Euler characteristic.

A more complete outline of these ideas is found in the last sections of [3]. The

material in §2 and §4 was contained in the author's doctoral dissertation at Colum-

bia University. §3 and §5 are new. Finally, in addition to the people thanked in

[1] and [2], I would like to thank J. Milnor for suggesting that 5.6 might be true.

0. Notations and conventions, (a) All manifolds discussed in this paper will be

finite dimensional and all the connected components of a given manifold will have

the same dimension. The manifolds will satisfy the second axiom of countability
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and will be of class C°°. We will use the adjectives smooth or differentiable to

connote a manifold or a map between manifolds of class C°°.

(b) If X and Y are smooth manifolds, we will denote by Ck(X, Y) the set of

smooth maps from X to Y with the "fine" Ck topology, and C(X, Y) the set of

smooth maps with the fine C" topology. This topology is merely the union of all

the open sets of the Ck topologies. It is a topology because it coincides with the

inverse limit topology on C(X, Y) viewing the Ck(X, Y) with the obvious inclusion

maps as an inverse mapping system. For further details on this topology we refer

the reader to the appendix at the end of [1]. All the theorems in this paper are

stated in their "C°" form; it is clear that they are also true "Ck" for k sufficiently

large. The k can be determined by counting the number of derivatives used and

comparing that number with the restrictions imposed by the Sard theorem.

Finally let I(X, Y) denote the set of smooth immersions of X in Y. It is well known

that I(X, Y) is open in C(X, Y).

(c) If $ = (tt : E -> X) is a smooth vector bundle we will denote by S(E) (some-

times S(¿¡)) the space of smooth cross sections of | topologized as a subset of

C(X, E). We will denote by F(X) the space of smooth real valued functions

C(X, R).

(d) Let £=(77-: E -> X) and 77 = (77': E' ->- Y) be smooth vector bundles. Denote

by Horn (£, rj) (or by an abuse of notation Horn (E, £")) the vector bundle over

Xx Y whose fiber over the point (x,y)eXx Y is the vector space Horn (Ex, E'y).

This set is made into a vector bundle in the obvious way. Let D: X^- Xx X be

the diagonal map, and let £ = (tt : E -> X) and t) = (tt': E' -> A') be smooth vector

bundles. We shall denote by Horn (E, E')\Xthe pull back bundle D^Horn (e, E'))

over X. This latter bundle (the one we denoted by Horn (E, E')\X) is the bundle

more usually denoted by Horn (E, E').

(e) Let £ = (tt : E -> X) be a smooth vector bundle. Then we denote by 02E

the twofold symmetric tensor product of E with itself. Let ^ — (tt'-.E'^- Y) be

another vector bundle, we connote by the expression "#:£■—s-£" is a vector

bundle homomorphism covering/: Ar->- Y" the commutative diagram of smooth

maps on the left, where g maps the fiber Ex linearly into the fiber E'fix).

E-^E'

I"    1'
X—>Y

!

(f) The following number appears very frequently, so we have set aside a

special notation for it. Let

v(ri) = « + «(«+1)/2.

(g) We recall that a submanifold collection K=KXU- ■ u Ks of submanifolds

of a manifold A' is a finite union of disjoint regular submanifolds K¡, such that

dim Kt > dim Ki + X, and for each /, Kt u TC; + x u • • • u Ks is closed in X.
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(h) Let X, Y, and N be three smooth manifolds. Assume N is a submanifold

of Y and let /: X -+ F be a smooth map. We write /(X) fa N to mean / is trans-

versal to N in Y.

1. A review. In this section we will review the necessary material contained in

[1], [2], and [4].

Let Y be a smooth manifold. Let F^Y) denote the tangent bundle of Y and let

T2{X) denote the second order tangent bundle of Y. If x e X, and if {xx,..., xn)

are coordinate functions in a coordinate neighborhood containing x, then T2{X)X

is the subspace of HomB (F(Y), R) containing functionals of the form

I   «
ISiSn BXi

+  2 a«
■      lgisysn

e2

BXi BXj

T2{X) is made into a vector bundle by using the chain rule. It is easy to see that

there is a canonical injection of TX{X) into F2(Y) which we will denote by 7, and

that we have the following short exact sequence of vector bundles over X,

0 —-> Tx{X) —* T2{X) —► Tx{X)OTx{X) ■0.

Let Y be another smooth manifold, and let/: Y-> Y. We can then define a smooth

vector bundle homomorphism T2{f): T2{X) -^ T2{Y) covering/: Y-> Y. Let xeX

and y=f{x) e Y. Let U and V be respectively coordinate neighborhoods of x and

y such that f{U)=V. Let (xi---x„) and (ji•■•>'#) be respectively coordinate

functions on U and V, and set/,(jci- • ■xn)=yif{x1,.. -,xn). We then know that

and

T2{f)
B2

T^k

= I

iMn dXi tyt \y

8%

. ^-<... dx, Bx, Bv?.BXi Bxj      xákkx dXi Bxj 8yk \y    X¿^H 8Xi 3Xj By\

lSkTeSN \dxi 8xj    BXj Bxj 8yk 8ye

T2(f) is defined by the manner in which /* : F( Y) -> F{X) in the same way that

we define Tx{f). Finally we have the following commutative diagram with exact

rows,

0 Tx{X) ■

I TxU)

Tx{Y)

T2{X)

r2(/)

T2{Y)

0Tx{X)0Tx{X)-
Ir^noria)

Tx{Y)0Tx{Y)—*0,

For the proofs of these facts and more details, see §1 of [1] and Chapter II of [4].
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Let Y=RN. Let us choose an inner product on Y, and an orthonormal basis

(coordinates), (yx-■-yN). Our choice of Euclidean structure defines a map

w2: T2(Y) ->• TX(Y) which splits the sequence

0 -*. Tx( Y) -> T2( Y)^TX( 7)0 Tx( Y) -> 0.

In our global coordinates

»¿(Plfyù\J = Wtydlv    and    w2((d2\dy, dy,)\y) = 0

for every ye Y. In general if Z is an arbitrary manifold one can show that splittings

of 0-> TX(Z) -*■ T2(Z) -*■ Tx(Z)0Tx(Z)-+0 are in one-one correspondence with

symmetric linear connections on Z (see [1, §2]). From now on when we speak of

RN we will assume that we have fixed a Euclidean structure on it, and hence have

determined a splitting w2: T2(RN) -> TX(RN).

Definition 1.1. Let X be a smooth manifold, and let/e C(X, RN). Let us set

0(f) = 02(f) = w2°T2(f):T2(X)-+Tx(RN). 02(f) is a vector bundle homo-

morphism covering/: X-> RN. 02(f) is called the osculating map associated to f.

(Note that 02 depends upon the Euclidean structure in RN that we chose at the

outset. See [1, §3].) 0(f) induces a map 0(/T : X^ Horn (T2(X), TX(RN)), which

is a cross section over the graph of/ and is defined by 0(f)~(x) = 0(f)x\T2(X)x,

for all x e X.

Let us assume A'is an «-dimensional manifold. It is easy to see ([1, §1]) that T2(X)

is a vector bundle that is naturally associated to a principal 72(«) bundle over X,

where 72(«) is the group of invertible two jets from Rn to Rn with source and target

the origin. Hence we can consider Horn (T2(X), TX(RN)) as a bundle with structural

group 72(«) x O(N). The fiber dimension of T2(X) is v(n) = v = n + n(n+1)/2, hence

the fiber of Horn (T2(X), TX(RN)) is just Horn (Rv(n), RN).

Definition 1.2. Let K=KX u---uisbea submanifold collection of

Horn (Jcv(n>, RN) = F

which is invariant under the action of 72(«) x O(N) on F. K is called a model

second order Euclidean singularity (or just a model singularity if no confusion can

arise). K defines in the obvious way a submanifold collection

K(X, 7*N) = KX(X, RN)U---U KS(X, RN)

of Horn (T2(X), TX(RN)), where codim Kt(X, T?N) = codim Ku K(X, RN) is called the

Euclidean singularity induced by K. Let/e C(A', RN). If 0(fT(x) e K(X, RN), x is

called a K-singular point of 0(f) or just a Tv-singular point off if no confusion can

arise. (See [2, §§1 and 3] for more details.)

The following is a corollary of our main transversality theorem (see §4 of [1],

and §3 of [2]).
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Theorem 1.3. (a) Let X be a smooth manifold of dimension n, and let

K s Horn {RvM, RN)

be a second order Euclidean singularity. Let K{X, RN) be the induced singularity in

Horn (F2(Y), Tx{RN)). Then the set of fe C{X, RN), such that 0{fP{X) meets

K{X, RN) trans versally, is dense in C{X, RN).

(b) If K=K~x U- ■ -u Ks, and if the codimension of K2 is greater than n, then the

set of fe C{X, RN), such that 0{f)"{X) meets K{X, RN) transver sally, is open in

C{X, RN).

The following is a corollary of the main polynomial theorem. (See Theorem 2.5

of [2].)

Theorem 1.4. Let X be a smooth connected n-dimensional manifold. Let

K s Horn (Fv(n), RN)

be a Euclidean singularity and let us assume that K is a real algebraic variety. Let

K{X, RN) s Horn {T2{X), Tx{RN)) be the singularity induced by K. Furthermore

assume that 0{f)~{X) meets K{X, RN) transversally.

(a) Then K{f) = {0{fP)-1{K{X, RN)), the set of K singular points off is a sub-

manifold collection of X of the same codimension as F£ Horn (Fv, RN).

(b) Furthermore K{f) carries a fundamental homology class [K{f)] (Z2 coefficients

of course).

(c) There exists a universally defined polynomial P which is independent off, and

in fact depends only on K, such that Dxiif[K{f)] = P{Wi{X)), where i: K{f)^ X is

the inclusion map, Dx is Poincaré duality in X, and W,{X) are the Stiefel-Whitney

classes of X.

Let Y be a connected n-dimensional manifold, such that 7(Y, Rn + 1) is nonempty.

Let/e7(Y, Fn + 1) and let N,{X) be the normal bundle of/. We then have the

following commutative diagram with homomorphisms over Y of vector bundles

and vector bundle exact rows and columns.

0

Nf{X)

■f-\Tx{R^))^f-\T2{R-^))-^02f^Tx{Rn + 1)

I Ti(/)! tr2(/)!

Tx{X)
v

<-—
Î'

T2{X)

Î
0

Diagram 1.1

p '

o2ri(/)i

Tx{X)0Tx{X)

0
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The bundles on the second row are the pull backs by/of the original exact sequence

of bundles over T?n+1. The vertical maps from the first row to the second are the

vector bundle homomorphism over X factor of the canonical factoring of a vector

bundle homomorphism into a bundle map over / and a vector bundle homo-

morphism over X. w2 is the pull back of the splitting of the second row over

Rn + 1, TTf is the canonical projection onto the cokernel, £ is the splitting of the

vertical sequence induced by the (Riemann) Euclidean structure on Rn + 1, A the

splitting "on the top" induced by £, V = íw2T2(f)\ the induced Riemann con-

nection on X (see [1, §§2, 9] and [2, §5]) is a splitting of the first row, and -n is the

induced splitting "on the right."

Definition 1.5. (a) Let vf=TT{w2T2(f)lv. v,\ Tx(X)0Tx(X) ^ N¡(X) is called

the (second) normal form off.

(b) Let TV e S(Nf(X)), and let < , > be the Riemann structure / induces on

TX(X) and < , >* the Riemann structure it induces on N,(X). TV induces a vector

bundle homomorphism (over X) SN: TX(X) -*■ TX(X) which is defined by

(SN(x)v, w}x = <y,(v, w), N(x)}i       for all x e X

and u, v e TX(X)X. SN is clearly self adjoint (for each xe X) and is called the

operator of the second fundamental form of the immersion f

(c) Let TV be as in (b). For each xelwe can then define a quadratic form

QN(x) on TX(X)X by the formula

QN(x)(u, v) = (SN(x)v, u)x       for u, v e TX(X)X.

QN is called the second fundamental form off.

Definition 1.6. Let feI(X, Rn + 1) and let vs: Tx(X)0Tx(X) -> N,(X) be the

normal form off. We say x e X is a totally geodesic point if v,\Tx(X)x0Tx(X)x is

identically zero.

More information about v,, SN, and QN can be found in §5 of [2], and a fairly

complete study of totally geodesic points appears in §7 of [2].

2. Parabolic points. I. Before entering the main text of this section, we will set

up some notations and conventions which will be useful in this and the following

sections. Let (yx,...,yN) be the usual global coordinates for RN gotten by con-

sidering RN as TV-tuples of real numbers. Hence at the origin of RN we have the

unit vectors et = (0,..., 0, 1, 0,..., 0) with the 1 in the z'th place. Endow RN with

its usual Riemann structure. As is well known T(RN) ~ RN x RN. Hence each tangent

vector v to RN at p will be denoted by a 2TV-tuple of reals (px,..., pN ; vx,..., vN).

We clearly have the TV orthonormal vector fields ëx,..., ëN on RN given by

èi(p) = (p,eù- Furthermore for each p e RN we have a map Ap: T(RN)P -* RN

given by Ap(p; vx,..., vN) = (vx,..., vN). Ap is an isometry for each p and can be

considered as the projection onto the fiber. We will often use Ap to identify

T(RN)P with RN. Let w2 : T2(RN) -> T(RN) be the splitting given by the above

Riemann structure. Furthermore, we will adopt the notation of Diagram 1.1 of
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the last section. Finally we will carry the following two assumptions throughout

this and the next sections. Let Y be a smooth n-dimensional manifold with n ̂  2.

The most crucial assumption is that the set 7(Y, Fn+1) of smooth immersions of Y

in Fn+1 is nonempty. Let T2{X) -+ Tx{Rn+1) be the osculating map 0{f).

Definition 2.1. Let/e 7(Y, Fn+1). Let É:/-1r1(H»+1) -* TX{X) be the splitting

of the vertical exact sequence of Diagram 1.1 induced by the Riemann structure

on Fn+1. Let Nf{X) and v, be the normal bundle and the normal form of the

immersion /respectively. Let xeX. Let U be a suitably small neighborhood of x.

Let Ne S{N,{X)), such that \\XN{y)\\y = 1 for every yeU. Let SN be the operator

of the second fundamental form, of the immersion/.

Then SN{x): T{X)X -> T{X)X linearly. Then set

KNJ{x) = det {SN{x)).

KNJ{x) is called the Gauss-Kronecker curvature of fat x, with respect to the normal

direction N.

We then set

Kf{x) = i{det{SN{x)) + det{S..N{x))).

K, is called the mean Gauss-Kronecker curvature of fat x.

In that SN{x) is a self adjoint operator on F(Y)*, we know that

det{SN{x)) = {-iy det{S.N{x)).

Hence

K,{x) = 0 if n is odd,

= KNJ{x)       if n is even.

We furthermore know that KNJ{x)=0 if and only if K-NJ{x)=0.

Remarks, (a) Kf{x) is a smooth function on Y.

(b) The Gauss-Bonnet formula tells us, if Y is connected, oriented and compact,

then Jx F;=x(Y) = the Euler Characteristic of Y.

Definition 2.2. A point jc e Y is called a parabolic point of the immersion / if

KNJ{x)=0. Corresponding to each immersion/: X->Rn + 1 we have the Gauss

normal map G{f): X-»• Pn{R), which we recall is defined as follows. Let xeX.

Let Nx be a normal vector to the n-plane Tx{f){Tx{X)x) passing through f{x).

Let G(j~){x) be the ray through the origin of Rn+1 determined by AfW{Nx).

Proposition 2.3. LetfeI{X, Rn~1). xe X is a parabolic point off if and only if

x is not a regular point of G{f).

Proof. Let Sn he the unit n-sphere in Fn+1. Let w. Sn -> Pn{R) be the antipodal

map. It is well known that {tr: Sn -> Pn{R)) is a twofold covering. Hence if we are

interested in studying the singular points (in the usual sense of the word) of 07(f),

we need only consider the locally defined spherical map which we will now define.
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Let x e X, let U be a small neighborhood of x and assume f\ U is an embedding.

Pick one of the two possible unit normal vectors to f(U) atf(x). Denote this vector

by Nx. We assume that U is small enough so that it is possible to pick, in a smooth

manner, unit normals Ny to f(U) at f(y) for each y e U, so that Nx is the vector

chosen above. Then define

Sp (f)(y) = A,UNy)       for each yeU.

It is then clear that 77 Sp (f) = G(f)\ U. Hence x is a singular point of Sp (/) if and

only if it is a singular point of GN(f).

Let (yx,.. .,yn + x) and (ëx,..., ën + x) be the usual coordinates and frames in

Rn+1. Let U be a coordinate neighborhood of x with coordinate functions

(xx,...,xn). Let fk(xx, ...,xn)=yk(f(xx, ...,xn)). Let us define C° functions

Y%(x) and «i3(x) on U, by the formulas

Mefox-\)=  2  r^)¿- >\°Xi OXj \yl lgfcân °Xk  y

and

for all y eU. Hence we see that

-Mel'él)+W)lvtóU)
by standard diagram chasing on Diagram 1.1. Hence

liri-e*--      I      In^ës+hijNA
á>xdXi8Xj 1Sfcgn;fäsSn + i \      dxk J

Ny = 2 Ns(y)ës(y)       for each yeU.

n + l
•s

k-

where TVS are C°° functions on U which are defined by

71 + 1

S=l

We will now make an additional abridgement of notation. Let a vector

v = 2 viei(f(x))
i

atf(x) be considered as the n + l tuple (vx,..., vn+x). (I.e., as Anx)(v).) Then the

above formula is equivalent to

e2/     . V rk V

dxtdXj      fc<ri      dxk
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We know that Sp {f){y) = AiwNy. Hence Sp(/) is nonsingular if and only if

the n+1 tuples {BNjBxx)- • -{8NI8xn) are linearly independent. But (N, df¡8x^)=0.

Hence

0 = {BIBxiXN, 8flBXj) = (8N¡8xh 8f¡8x¡) + (N, 82f¡8Xi 8x¡).

Therefore

-ht, = <-N, 82f\Bx, 8x>) = iBN/dxt, 8f\8x¡).

(N,N} = 1 implies BN/Bx^e T(f)T{X)x. Hence the vectors 8N¡8xi\y are tangent

to f{U). Thus the vectors {BN/BXi) are linearly independent if and only if

det (—htj)=/=0. But this is just the matrix of the quadratic form QN with respect

to the basis 8l8x¡.

Our next discussion will be local in nature. We will construct a model

{J2{n)xO{n+l)) second order Euclidean singularity FsHom (Fv(n), Fn+1) (see

Definition 1.2). Let P{X, Fn+1)s Horn {T2{X), Tx{Rn+1)) be the second order

Euclidean singularity induced by F. F will have the crucial property that

w2T2{f){x) e P{X, Rn+1) if and only if x is a parabolic point of fe I{X, Rn + 1).

Let U he a coordinate neighborhood of x e X, with coordinate functions

{xx, ■ ■., xn). Let {yx, ■ ■ .,yn + i) and(ex,..., en+1) be the usual coordinate functions

and vector fields in Rn+1. Then this gives rise to the usual set of coordinates on

Horn (Fv(n), Rn+1). We will view the elements of this vector space as the (n + l)(v(n))-

tuples of real numbers {af, a*,t) {k= 1,..., n+1 ; i, s, t= I,..., n;s^t). The

J2{n)xO{n+l) action on this cell is given in the usual way by the chain rule

applied to changes of coordinates in Y and rigid motions in Fn + 1.

By way of motivating the construction of the desired singular variety we will

make the following calculation. Let/e 7(Y, Fn+1). Assume/| U is an embedding,

and assume we can pick Ne S{Nf{X)) such that |A7Y||B = 1 for each yeU.ln this

calculation we will identify Rn+1 with the tangent space at a point. We want to

calculate nfJ = <Af, B2f\BXi Bx¡). We know that TV is a unit normal to the n-plane

BfBxx A -.. A 3f\Bxn in F"+1 atf{x). Hence

<.N,82fl8Xi8Xly = 8fl8XlA

where

Hence

(Det^.))1'2

gu = (8fl8xt, dflBx,}.

82fx 82fn + x^

hu = Det |

Bx¡ Bxj 8x¡ BX]

Mi   ...  dA±i   (j^r^df, df,\\

Bxn 8xn
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-1/2

„n + l

It is clear that the hu calculated above motivates the study of the polynomials

£weü[af!;a*t], where

la\j    •••    o&+1\

4(a) = Det y\ ; ■ ■    <**l\ (üet (| alàfy '

\an    ••-    oS+1/

Hence we can restrict our attention to the polynomials

/ah   •••   a&+1'

to = Det    «Î    ••;    «ÏH

\ûi   •••   «ÜH

Let an element b = (b{, b*-1) (i,j,s,t=l,...,n;s^t) represent in the usual way

an element of/2(n). Let b- a be the image of a 6 Horn (Rv(n), Rn+1) under the action

of b e J2(n). It is easy to see that

k,<b-a)=   2  blb^M-
s,t = l

We now define the singular variety P by

P = {a e Horn (T?v(n), T?n + 1) | det (</>u(a)) = 0}.

In that b e J2(n), det (bf)^0. Hence it is clear from the above formula that P is left

invariant by the J2(n) x 0(n +1) action on Horn (Rv(n\ Rn+1). Hence by our very

mode of definition we know that the variety P has the desired properties.

Due to the fact that we are only considering immersions, the only points on the

variety 7" that are of interest are those where the « + 1 tuples (a¡,..., af+1),

/=1,..., « are linearly independent. We will now look for the regular points on

this variety under the above restriction. By using normal coordinates we will see

that a e P is a regular point (with the above restriction) if and only if the rank of

(<f>ij(a)) viewed as a matrix is n — 1.

Let Oy equal the (i',y)th cofactors of the matrix <f> = (4>i¡). We know that

dak     fj ^ dak

and

dakj     ¿ ^ dafj

Furthermore we know by hypothesis that the row vectors (a¡,..., af+x), i= 1,..., n

are linearly independent. Hence there exists some k' such that

•■•    af"1   akx+1   anx + 1\

det.= a # 0.

W    •••    aï'"1   «r + 1   a; + V

Hence 8(f>stldakj■. = Sis8;>ta. Therefore, d<f>¡dak¡ = ï>ya. This shows our contention.
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We will not worry about how we decompose the variety F into a submanifold

collection. We know that this can be done in such a way that the regular points

of the variety and the regular points of the submanifold collection coincide (see

[5]). We will merely assume that such a decomposition is given.

Definition 2.4. Let P{X, Rn+*) be the Euclidean singularity induced by the model

J2{n) x 0{n+1) singularity F. Let fe I{X, Rn + 1). We say / is parabolic generic if

0(/T(Y)rfrF(Y, Fn + 1). Theorem 1.3 yields the following result.

Theorem 2.5. Let X be an n-dimensional smooth manifold. Then the set of para-

bolic generic immersions in I{X, Rn + 1) is dense in I{X, Fn + 1).

We can now apply Theorem 1.4. Let Wk{X) be the kth Stiefel-Whitney class of

Y. Recall, that Y is immersible in Fn + 1 hence W{{X)= W1{X)i.

Theorem 2.6. Let X be a connected n-dimensional smooth manifold. Assume that

X is immersible in Fn+1. Letfe I{X, Fn+1). Let Sp{f) be the set of parabolic points

off. Let i be the inclusion of Sp{f) in X, and let Dx be Poincaré duality in X.Iff

is parabolic generic then Sp{f) is a manifold collection of dimension n — 1 if it is

not empty. {If the dim Y is even and if x(Y)/0 then the Gauss-Bonnet formula

insures us that Sp{f) is not empty.) It furthermore carries a fundamental class

[Sp(f)], which in addition satisfies the formula

Dxi*[Sp{f)] = e{n)Wx{X),

where e{n) is a Z2 valued function of the dimension n only.

Corollary 2.7. Let X be a connected compact, orientable, n-dimensional mani-

fold. Letfe I{X, Fn + 1) be parabolic generic. Let i: Sp{f) ->- Y be the inclusion map.

Then Sp{f) carries a fundamental class [Sp{f)] and i*[Sp{f)] = 0. {In this case the

homology in question can be singular or simplicial theory in that X is compact.)

3. Parabolic points. II. In the light of Proposition 2.3 we could study para-

bolic points by studying the singularities (in the usual sense) of the smooth vector

bundle homomorphism Tx{G{f)): TX{X) -> Tx{Pn{R)) covering G(f): X ~> Pn{R).

Let us denote Pn{R) by Fn as no confusion will arise in this section.

Let us look at the vector bundle Horn (F^Y), Tx{Pn)). It is a vector bundle with

fiber Horn (Fn, Fn) and structural group GL{n, R) x GL{n, R) which acts on the

fiber in the usual way. Let

Si = {a e Horn (Fn, Rn) | rank a = n-i}.

Then St is invariant under the action of GL{n) x GL{n) on Horn (Fn, Rn). We see

S=Sx u- • -u Sn is a submanifold collection, as well as a real algebraic variety.

We can easily compute codim (£,) = {i)2 (see [2, §4]). Therefore we have induced a

submanifold collection

S{X, Fn) = Sx{X, Pn) u • • • u Sn{X, Pn)
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of Horn (TX(X), TX(PJ) where codim S¡(X, 7Jn) = codim S¡. Finally we see

Plf) ={iei| Tx(GN(f)) | TX(X)X has kernel rank = /}

= {x e X | Tx(G(f)T(x) e S,(X, 7>n)}

where

Tx(G(f)T: X-> Horn (TX(X), Tx(Pn))

is the smooth cross section over the graph of G(f) defined by

UG(f)r(x) = Tx(G(f))\Tx(X)x.

Definition 3.1. Let/e I(X, Rn+1). If Tx(G(f))~(X) ft S¿X, Pn) for all i then we

say/is strongly parabolic generic.

Lemma 3.2. Let fe I(X, Rn + 1) and let x0 be a parabolic point off. Let TV be a

normal field such that TV is a unit normal vector field in some neighborhood ofx0.

(a) rank (SN\Tx(X)Xo) = rank (Tx(GN(f))\Tx(X)Xo).

(b) If the above rank isn-l, then 0(f)~ is transversal to P(X, Rn + 1) at O(f)~(x0)

if and only ifTx(G(f)T is transversal to SX(X, Pn) at Tx(G(f)T(x0).

Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from the calculation in Proposition 2.3.

Let (xx,..., xn) be Riemann normal coordinates centered at x0 defined on a

coordinate neighborhood U of x0. Hence

<3/cbc¡|0, 3/3x,|0>0 = 8y.

We can also assume f(x0) = 0, and pick an orthonormal frame ex- ■ -en+x of Rn + 1

such that Tx(f)0(dldxi)\0 = ei for \^i<n and en + x is the positive unit normal to

f(X) at 0. Let Wk and ¥* t be the coordinates on the fiber

Horn (T?*<»>, T?«+1) ~ Horn (T2(X), 7\(T?n+1))Uo.o)

chosen with respect to the x4 and the ek. Let tt: Horn (T2(X), Tx(Rn+1)) -> Xx Rn+1

be the bundle projection, and let

6: TT'1(UxRn + 1) -> Horn (T2(X)Xo, Tx(Rn + 1)0) = Horn (T?v(n), Rn + 1)

be the projection onto the fiber. Let

ak(xx, ...,xn) = Yk60(fr(xx, ...,xn) = (dfkldXi),

1 ú iún,l á * án+1,

<,(*i, •.., *„) = nöO(/r(xi,...,*„) = (82/JSx5 8xt),

1 á J £ f á w, 1 á fc £ n+l.

We now see that ak(x0) = 8ik and a5j,(x0)=0 if k+n because Yf¡(x0)=0. a0

= 6O(f)~(x0) is a regular point of the variety

P = {a e Horn (7iv(n), Rn + 1) | ¿(a) = 0}
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by hypothesis. Let N^ao) he a normal to F at a0. Then 60{f)~ does not meet F

transversally at a0 if and only if

N<p{a0)-Tx{eO{f)^){8l8xd\Xo =0       1 £ i á »,

where • is the obvious inner product in Fv(n)(n+1) = Hom (Fv(n>, Rn+1). We recall

that <f> = det {fat) where <j>st are defined in §2. Hence by direct calculation we see

{8fatIBaf)\ao ={-iyal+*{x0)8ik

and

(¿¥sí/34)|O0 =(-l)n8k,n + i3s>ioi>;,

Let <I>y and A**1 be respectively the (/,/)th cofactors of the matrices {faj{a0)) and

(afy+1(x0)). We then have O„(a0) = A?,+ \x0). Therefore

{8fa8ai)\ao = 2 (- 1)" KAl+1{xo)ay1{x0)
s,t

= {-iy ¡>ik 2 2 «?.?^m * = (- l)n «i*« det {altKxo)) = 0,
t     s

because a0eP. We also calculate that {8fai8aíJ)\ao={-l)n2A1J+1{x0) if My and

W/0aS)U=(-l)Ma+1(Jco). Hence N0{ao)-Tx{9O{fr){BI8xk)\Xo=O if and only if

C«i; •       .n„~   .*.i.-w      s   .   •       ^„ X^ ^«f
ai*\x0) = o.

*0
2^-  (-i)»2^,-(*0)+(-ir2^

Therefore N0{ao) ■ Tx{60{f)~){8¡8xe) \ Xo = 0 for 1 <, e á n if and only if

{BI8xe){Det{ari))\X0 - T(W WU4i+1(*o)) = 0.
i,/

Let (Z>!,..., ¿>„+i) be homogeneous coordinates inPn determined by elt.. .,en+1

in Rn + 1. We know G{ß{x0) = {0, 0, -, 0, 1), therefore let

V = {{bx,...,bn + 1)\bn + 1*0}

and setPi = bilbn + x. Thep¡ are the usual coordinates on Fn and Fis well known to

be a coordinate neighborhood. By shrinking U if necessary we can also assume

that G{f){U)^ V. By linear algebra we can set

(omit this
column)

(ÈL ...   Ml
Bxx Bxx

Mi. ...  Ml
8xn 8xn
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Hence we can setp¡(xx- ■ ■xn)=pi(G(f)(xx- ■ ■xn))=bi(xx- ■ -xn)¡bn+x(xx- ■ -xn). We

know Pi(x0)=0, 1 ¿ i ̂  n, and bn+x(x0) = 1. Direct calculations give us the following

formulas :

S*. H

8xu *0

= 0        ^
'       dxk

. (_1)&L
x0 ÖXfc ÖXS

for 1 ^ í ^ «,
*0

and

82¿>5

3xfc öxe

Hence we see that

= (_n_^±L_
*0 Sxfc 3xe Sxs

for 1 < í < «.
*o

3Xy
=   (-1) 82/n + l

dxi dxj
and

*0

82T>.

dXj dxk
(-1)

«o

g3/n + l

dxi dXj dxk

Let /> : Horn (Tx(X), Tx(Pn)) be the bundle projection map and let p0 = G(f)(x0).

Let dtj be the coordinates on the fiber Horn (Rn, Rn) = Horn (Tx(X)Xq, Tx(Pn)Po)

chosen with respect to the x¡'s and the/?/s and let 0: p~\Ux V) -*■ Horn (Rn, Rn)

be the projection onto the fiber. Let

dtj(xx, ...,xn) = dij(6Tx(G(f)r(xx, ...,xn)) = (BpJBXj),       1 è i,j Ú n.

Let d0 = d(Tx(G(f))*(x0)). We know that d0 is a regular point of the variety

S={(dtj) e Horn (Rn, Rn) ] det (du)=0}. Let Nd be the normal to the variety S at

d0. Then Tx(G(f)T(X) is not transversal to S(X, Pn) at Tx(G(f))*(x0) if and only

if TVd-r1(0T1(G(/))r(0/0xt)Uo =0 for 1 g/^«. Let Ay=the (i,7)th cofactor of the

matrix (di}). First of all we have calculated dlj(x0) = (—l)(82fn+xl8xi8Xj)\Xo and

(8dijldxe)\Xo=(—l)(83fn+xl8xi8Xjdxe)\Xo. Hence the above condition for non-

transversality is equivalent to ¿]tj(8diJl8xe)\Xo A/C*o) = 0 for l^eg« which is

equivalent to the condition that (3/3xe)(det (32/n + 1/dx¡ Sx,)) 1^=0, lále^n. This

expression is identical to the one for 0(f)* at the end of the last paragraph because

àïj+1(xx- • ■xn) = 82fn + xl8xi 8Xj. This completes the proof of this lemma.

Theorem 3.3. Let dim l'=2. (a) The set of parabolic generic maps is open as well

as dense in I(X, R3).

(b) Furthermore iff is parabolic generic it is strongly parabolic generic.

Proof. We will first prove part (a). We will preserve the notation of the dis-

cussion preceding 2.4. We will again assume that the row vectors (a\, a2, a3) i =1,2

are linearly independent. Let U be a neighborhood of a0 in

Horn (7vv(2), R3) = Horn (Rs, R3)

such that the above row vector fields are linearly independent throughout U. We

know from our preceding discussion that

Ps n U = {a e U | iu(a) = 3>12(a) = i>M(a) = 0},

where 7>s = the set of singular points of the algebraic variety P. Now we know

*u(a) - <t>22(a),    *ia(a) = -<t>iM   and    <D22(a) = <pxx(a).
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Hence our previous calculation tells us that the covector fields d<t>xi, d<f>12, and d<&22

are linearly independent throughout U. Hence Fs n U is a regular submanifold

of U of codimension 3. Let/e 7(Y, R3) and let Z be a neighborhood of 0{fT{X)

in Horn (F2(Y), Tx{R3)) so chosen that PS{X, R3) nZisa closed submanifold of

codimension 3 in Z. We can then choose a neighborhood W¡ of / in 7(Y, F3)

such that ge W}0(/T(Y)£Z. Then the first part of 3.3 follows from 1.3. The

second part is an immediate corollary of Lemma 3.2.

Theorem 3.4. Let Xbea smooth n-dimensional manifold, such that I{X,Rn+1)^ 0.

Let fe I{X, Rn + 1) be a strongly parabolic generic immersion. Let Sp{f) be the set

of parabolic points and let Pi be the set of points where Tx{G{f)) has kernel rank i.

Let j: Sp{f) -> Y be the inclusion, we will also denote by j the mapj\Pi. Let

Csn + 2 = (n+2)!/í!(n + 2-í)!

and let Dx be Poincaré duality in X. Then Pi carries a fundamental class [F¡] and

(r,n + 2 /">n + 2 \
<^i ^21 - 1 \

f-'n + 2 /"n + 2    I
CV1 Ca?-a Wx{Xf.

Cn + 2 ...       Cn + 2J

Proof. This is an easy application of 4.6 and 4.7 of [2]. In that Y is immersible

in Fn+1, we know by Whitney duality that Wi(X)=W1{X)t, W~x{X)= Wx{X), and

Wi{X)=0 for iâ2. Let 8 e H\Pn{R), Z2) be a generator. Then W{Pn{R))={l+8)n+1.

Let i be the canonical line bundle over Pn{R), then C7(/)_1(f) = -N/(Y). Hence

G{f)*{B) = Wx{X)=Wx{X), and therefore G{f)*{W{Pn)) = {l + Wx{X))n + 1. Hence

G{f)*W{Pn{R)) u W{X) = {l + Wx{X))n + 2. The theorem then follows by plugging

this into the formulas of 4.6 of [2].

Corollary 3.5. Let dim Y=2 and let X be compact and connected. Let

fe I{X, R3) be parabolic generic. Then Sp{f) is a closed submanifold of X of dimension

one. {I.e., a set of disjoint circles.) Then Sp{f) has a fundamental class [Sp{f)]. Let

i: Sp{f) —> X be the inclusion map. Then

i*[SP{f)] = 0.

{The set of circles is homologous to zero.)

Corollary 3.6. Let X be compact, odd dimensional, and unoriented. Then any

immersion of X into Rn + 1 has parabolic points.

Proof. The immersions with no parabolic points are strongly parabolic generic.

Hence by 3.4,

DxMPi] = Wx{X) * 0,

where Fi = set of parabolic points of/ which is clearly impossible. The following

nice elementary proof was communicated to me in a letter from W. Pohl. Pohl's
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proof goes as follows: If/has no parabolic points then GN(f): X-^Pn(R) is a

covering map. Hence X is either the sphere Sn or Pn(R), but these are both oriented.

Hence we have a contradiction.

4. Umbilic points. I. Let X be a smooth «-dimensional manifold. Assume « ^ 2.

As in the last section we will be interested in immersions of X in Rn + 1. We will fix

the notations and conventions outlined in the beginning of the last section.

Definition 4.1. Let/e I(X, Rn+1). Let xeX, and let U be a small coordinate

neighborhood of x. Pick TV e S(Nf(X)) such that \\N(y)\\ = 1 for each yeU. Then

the operator of the second fundamental form SN induces a self adjoint linear opera-

tor SN(x) : T(X)X -> T(X)X. The eigenvalues k¡(x) of this operator on T(X)X are

called the principal curvatures off at x. These numbers are uniquely determined

up to sign in the sense that if we picked — TV instead of TV we would merely change

the sign of the kt(x).

Definition 4.2. Let fe I(X, Rn+1). A point x e X is called an umbilic point of

the immersion f if all the principal curvatures of/at x are equal. Hence it is clear

that the property of being an umbilic point is independent of the unit normal

chosen in a neighborhood of x at/(x), in Definition 4.1. A point xe Xis called a

parabolic umbilic point of the immersion f if it is an umbilic point of/ and if all the

principal curvatures vanish at it.

Proposition 4.3. xe X is a parabolic umbilic point of an immersion f if and only

if it is a totally geodesic point.

Proof. Pick /eT^T?"*1). Let u,veT(X)x. Let TV e S(Nf(X)) such that

|¡ N(y) || = 1 for y in a neighborhood of x. Then

0 = (SN(x)u, v) = (v,(u, v), TV).

Hence vf(x) = 0. Therefore 7.4 of [2] induces the following corollary.

Corollary 4.4. The set of feI(X, Rn + 1) such that f has no parabolic umbilic

points is open and dense in I(X, Rn + 1).

Definition 4.5. Let feI(X, Rn + 1). Endow X with the induced Riemann

metric. Let x0 e X, and let TV e S(Nf(X)), such that \\N(y)\\ = 1 for all y in a small

neighborhood of x0. Let E= TX(X) -{0}. Let t e EXo ; we define the normal curvature

in the direction TV oft by KN(t)=QN(t, t)XoKt, t')Xa, where QN is the second funda-

mental form of / We see immediately that KN(t) = KN(at) for aeT?-{0}.

KN : EXQ -> R is a smooth function.

Proposition 4.6. x0 is an umbilic point off if and only ifKN is a constant on EXo.

Proof. Say x0 is an umbilic point off. Then every vector t e EXo is an eigenvector

of SN. Hence if A is the single possible eigenvalue we see that KN(t) = X, for all
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Conversely assume KN{t) = X for all A. Let elt..., en he a set of orthonormal

vectors in F^Y)^. Then KN{e¡) = A = (SNe¡, et}. Hence Sset = Xet. Therefore x0 is

an umbilic point off.

Corollary 4.7. Let feI{X, Fn + 1). Let x0eX, and let U be a coordinate

neighborhood of x0, so chosen that f\ U is an embedding. We furthermore assume

that we are given a smooth unit normal vector field N onf{U). Let (xl5..., xn) be

the coordinate functions on U.Letga = (8\8Xi, 8¡8x¡)Xo andlethtj= QN{B\Bxi, d¡dx¡)Xo,

where < , > is the induced Riemann structure on X, and QN is the second fundamental

form off. Then x0 is an umbilic point off if and only if

KÂx)gij{x) = hij{x)gs¡t{x)      for all i, j, s, and t.

Let {zx, ■ ■ ■, zn) he another set of coordinate functions on U. Let h% and gf¡ be

the components of the second fundamental form and the metric tensor with

respect to these coordinates respectively. Then we have functions Zx{xx,..., xn),

..., zn{xx,..., xn) defining an automorphism of U. It is well known that

u* - V Ml Mi U*
Hii - ¿ 8Xj 8xih°<

and

Therefore

x _ y ozs 8zt
Sil - ¿ Bxj 8Xig!

8zs 8zt 8zk 8ztLX „X  _ LX   „X   _       V vzs  vzt  v¿k  VZ\   (hz     z        „ZUZ\

htlgPQ   hpqgij - ^ dx¡ 8xí dXp 8^ {hstgkl   gsthkl).

Hence the relationship hijgst-gijhst=0, for all i,j, s, and t is independent of our

choice of coordinates.

We will now use the relations of the last proposition in order to construct a

model second order Euclidean singularity usHom (Fv(n>, Rn+1). Let

v{X, Rn + 1) £ Horn (F2(Y), Tx{Rn + 1))

be the second order Euclidean singularity induced by v. v will have the crucial

property that 0{f)~{x) e v{X, Rn + 1) if and only if x is an umbilic point of

/€7(Y,F« + 1).
Let U be a coordinate neighborhood of x e X, with coordinate functions

{xx, • ■ -, xn). Let {yx, ■ ■ .,y„+x) and e±, ■ ■., ën+1be the usual coordinate functions

and vector fields on Rn+1. Then this gives rise to the usual set of coordinates on

Horn (Fv<71), Fn + 1). We will view elements of this vector space as the (n+ l)(v(n, 2))-

tuples   of  real  numbers   {af,a*t)   {k=l,..., n + l; i, s, t = l,..., n; s^t).   The
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J2(n) x 0(n +1) action on this cell is given in the usual way by changes of co-

ordinates in X and rigid motions in T?n + 1. We know from previous calculations

that the gtj correspond to 2?-í a\ai- Furthermore the hi} correspond to

'a}j

Det    ai    •••    aî + 1 WDrtflafai))
-1/2

\al    ■■■    an + 1

Let

Ir¡l /7n + 1\ In1        . . .       nn + l '
/ dpn Upq      \ laU "U

n + l
<f>p,q,Ui = Det ( «Î «5+' ) 2 «M - 2 a*< Det ( al aî

The model singularity that we are interested in is

v = {ae Horn (T?v(n), Rn + 1)\ (<t>,,q,t<j(a)) = 0 for all/», q, i, and;}.

The calculation at the end of Proposition 4.6 insures that this variety is invariant

under the J2(n) x 0(n + l) action on Horn (RvW, Rn+1).

Let a=(ak,akt) be a point in Horn (RHn\ Rn+1) such that the «+l-tuples

(al,..., a? + 1), i = l,..., «, are linearly independent and such that

/n + l

det
(n + l \

2^j    7Í0.

Let F be a neighborhood of a so chosen that each point, a' e V, has the above two

properties. We will now take a look at V n v. We would like to calculate the

codimension of v r\ F in F if the intersection is not void.

We will first show that if a' e V and if </>XXij(a')=0 then a' ev n V. Let

Mi   ■■■   <
«",/a') = det ia'i     ■■■    a'in + 1

W    ■••    aV1,

Then

*ii«(«0 = -^(a'^f (a'i)2+hxx(a')2 a?ajs.
s=l s=l

Hence if <f>XXij(a')=0 for all i and y then

n + l

hij(a') = «„(a') 2 «W 2 ("i5)2-
s=l /s=l

If An(a')=0 then <f>pqij(a') = 0 for all ?,./,/>, and a. Let us assume that hxx(a')^=0.
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Then hu(a') = 0 if and only if 2?= Í a'M' = 0. Therefore if hij(a') = 0 then faQij{a')=0

for all p and q. Finally if 2SÜ«?^V0 then

hiWJ^aW = hxx{a')/jt{a'xs)2,

which implies that <j>vqij(a')=0 for all/7 and #.

In that <£mi is always zero, the variety v n V is given by the vanishing of the

n(n+1)/2—1 polynomials <£11W. We will now show that the polynomials

faxij (i—j= 1 excluded) are functionally independent at any point a' e V.

aj 1 + 1 ;«i       • • •      í/i oí • • •      fli       \

^=2(«'i)28i,s6,t(-lfDet.

The (a\,..., a(n+1) are linearly independent. Hence there exists some k say k=k'

such that the above determinant is unequal to zero. Hence ô^iif,/9as,'( = F8js 8jt

where F is a constant unequal to zero, and the cases s = t=l, or i=j=l are ex-

cluded. Therefore the set v n V is a regular submanifold of V of codimension

n(n+l)/2—l. Finally, due to the fact that we are only interested in immersions,

these are the only points of Hom(FvCn>, Fn+1) where we are interested in the

structure of the variety v.

Pick/e7(Y, Fn + 1). Let Z be a small tubular neighborhood of 0(jT(X). We

can assume that Z is chosen sufficiently small so that v(X, Rn+1) n Z is a closed

submanifold of codimension n(n +1)/2— 1, in Z. Then there exists a neighborhood

W of/contained in 7(Y, Fn+1) such that ifgeW, then 0(jT(x)=Z. Hence 1.3

gives us the following theorem.

Theorem 4.8. Let the dimension of X be ^ 3. Then the set offe I(X, Rn+1) such

that f has no umbilic points is open and dense in I(X, Fn+1).

Before stating our result in the case where dim Y= 2, we will state a little history

about the problem of counting umbilic points. The principal interest in this

problem stems from the following conjecture of C. Carathéodory.

C. Carathéodory Conjecture. Let/: S2 -* R3 be a convex smooth embedding.

Carathéodory conjectured that / has at least two umbilic points. The conjecture

in this generality is still outstanding. However, if we restrict ourselves to the

category of real analytic maps and manifolds, there have been two proofs to date.

The first was given by H. Hamberger (Acta Math. 73, pp. 175-332). A much shorter

proof was given by G. Bol (Math. Z. 49, pp. 389-410). Bol's proof had a gap in it

that was filled by T. Klotz (Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 12, pp. 273-311). Klotz's

paper also includes a complete exposition of Bol's proof.

Theorem 4.9. Let X be a compact two-dimensional manifold. Then there exists

an open dense subset 7-)„£7(Y, Rn+1) of maps with the following properties. If

feD0 then

(a) the set of umbilic points S0(f) of fis a finite set of points and

(b) (the number of umbilic points) mod 2 = 0.
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Proof. Let D„={fe I(X, Rn + 1) | 0(f)*(X) ft v(X, Rn+1). Hence A is open and

dense in I(X, Rn + 1) by Proposition 1.3. Let/e A. By the calculation immediately

preceding Theorem 4.8 we know that S„(f) = (0(f)*)'1(v(X, Rn+1)) is a closed

submanifold of codimension 2. Therefore we have part (a) of this theorem. Finally

Theorem 1.4 tells us, if/e A then S„(f) carries a fundamental class [S„(f)]. It

furthermore yields that DxU[Su(f)] = a polynomial in the Stiefel-Whitney classes.

Hence the only possibilities are 0 and WX(X)2. An examination of Bol's surface

yields our result.

Theorem 5.6 in the next section will also imply this result.

Corollary 4.10. If X is orientable, z/xW^O, and if fe D„, then the number of

umbilic points off is greater than or equal to two.

Proof. By the Poincaré theorem on singularities of vector fields on surfaces /

must have one umbilic point. However Theorem 4.9 says that the number of

umbilic points is even if/e A- Hence there are at least two.

In the next section we will improve this result by calculating the index of an

isolated umbilic point of an immersion in A-

Definition 4.11. Let us call the maps/e A umbilic generic maps.

5. Umbilic points. II. In this section we will deal with the case where we are

immersing a 2-dimensional manifold into T?3. The object is to prove that the index

of an isolated umbilic of an umbilic generic map is ± \. This section is broken up

into three parts. The first part discusses the index of an isolated umbilic and

calculates it using isothermal parameters. The second section relates isothermal and

geodesic parallel coordinates and the third section proves our theorem. For 5.1

through 5.3 we follow [6], Chapter IV, §1 rather closely.

(A) Isothermal coordinates and a definition of the index of an isolated umbilic

point. Let fe I(X, R3), and endow X with Riemann metric induced by / Let

x0 e X and let (U, <j>) be isothermal coordinates centered at x0. We will assume

that /| U is an embedding. Let (x, y) be the coordinate functions on U. Hence we

know that

<8¡8x, 8l8y}ix¡y) = 0   and   <3/3x, 8¡8xyiXty) = <8¡8y, 8¡8y}ix¡y) = X(x, y).

Let N(x, y) be a smooth vector field which is normal to f(U) at/(x, y), so picked

that (Tx(f)(8¡8x),Tx(f)(8¡8y),N(x,y)) is oriented in the same way as R3. Let

SN: S(T(U)) -> S(T(U)) be the operator of the second fundamental form on U

and let

M(x, y) = <SN(8l8x), 8¡8yy(x, y),       L(x, y) = (SN(8¡8x), 8\8x)(x, y),

and

Ñ(x,y) = (SN(8¡dy),8l8y}(x>y).
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Furthermore let K(x, y), H(x, y), kx(x, y), and k2(x, y) be the Gaussian, mean, and

principal curvatures respectively on U. Hence

(1) K(x, y) = kx(x, y)k2(x, y) = (LÑ- M2)¡X2,

(2) H(x, y) = (kx(x, y) + k2(x, y))¡2 = (L(x, y) + Ñ(x, y))¡2X(x, y) and

(3) the tangent vectors (a, ß) to the lines of curvature are given by

-M(a)2 + (L-N)aß + Mß2 = 0.

Let us introduce complex parameters z=x+iy and z=x—iy. Then it is easy to

see that 8\8z = :2\8\Bx-i(B\8y)) and 8\8z = \(8\8x + i(8\8y)). Let

F(z, z) = Re F(z, z) + lm F(z, z)i = P(z, z) + iQ(z, z).

Then it is easy to see that

2(BF\Bz) = (8P\8x^8Q\8y)-i(8P\8y-8Q\8x)
and

2(BF\8z) = (8PI8x-8QI8y) + i(8PI8y + 8QI8x).
Let us define

®(z,z) = (L-N)ß-iM.

Proposition 5.1. (a) |<D(z,z)|=(A(z,z)\kx-k2\)¡2.

(b) The tangent vectors dz/dt to the lines of curvature on U are given by

Im (<D(z, z)(dz\dtf) = 0.

(c) <D(z,z)= -2(8f¡8z)-8N¡8z.

Proof.

and
f-i-"-<*)(L-^H - m•♦*•.

(b)
ldz\2      Idx    .dy\2      idx\2    ldy\2    ^.dxdy

Therefore,

•*■«&)' - (¥-)(f
c/x <7v

-realpart + /(i.-»)3r^-M

W ¿>z   3z _2\8x      dy/W       «¡y/

2 \ñx Sx     By By j     \    By 8x    By 8x J

= -i[(L-Ñ) + i(-2M)]

= -®(z,z).
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If isothermal parameters (x, y) on U are replaced by another set of isothermal

parameters (u, v) on U with the same orientation, then if we set w=u+iv, the map

z -> h> from the z into the w plane is holomorphic. We know that

0>(z,z) = -2(8f\8z)-8Ñ\8z

and that

0(w, w) = -2(8f\8w)-8Ñ\8w.

Let z->w(z) be the1 change of coordinates above. Then 8f\8z = 8f\8w-8w\8z.

Hence

<P(z, z) = T(w, w)(8w\8z)2.

Putting these lemmas together we have shown the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. Let X be an oriented, Riemannian two-dimensional manifold. Let

(Ua) be an oriented open coordinate cover of X, such that each coordinate patch

(Ua) = (xa, ya) is a set of isothermal coordinates. Hence using this Riemann structure

R we have defined on X a complete analytic structure CR. Let K1,0 be the complex

line bundle of C°-differential forms of type (1,0) on X and let (K1-0)2 = K1-°®K1-0

as complex line bundles. Let fe I(X, R3), and assume that f induces the Riemann

structure R on X. Then we can define an element F e S((K1,0)2) with the property

that F(x) = 0 if and only if x is an umbilic point of the immersion f.

Proof. On Ua = (xa, ya), let za = xa + iya, etc. We then define F on U„ by

F(xa,ya) = F(za,za) = -2(df¡dza-dÑ¡8za)(dza)2.

Definition 5.3. Let U be a small coordinate neighborhood of an isolated umbilic

point x0 of feI(X, R3). Hence x0 is an isolated singularity for each of the two

families of lines of curvatures. Therefore x0 has an index with respect to each of

these families. However the fact that the families are mutually perpendicular

implies that these two indices are equal. Let C(s) be a simple homotopically trivial

closed curve in U around the umbilic x0. Let us pick one of the families of lines

of curvature. Also assume this family has no other singularity in U and that x0

does not lie on C(s). Now for every point C(s) of the curve C let z(s, t) be the

line of curvature through C(s). Let dz(s, t)\dt be its tangent vector. We can then

define the index j ofxQ by the formula

j = (lßTT)8(avgdz(s,t)ldt),

where S is the accumulated change of angle between dz(s, t)\dt and a fixed line

as we transverse C once in a counterclockwise direction.

Let us assume we are given isothermal parameters (x, y) on i/and that z = x+iy,

etc. Let z(t) be a line of curvature in U. Its tangent vector dzjdt satisfies the equation

Im (<S>(z(t))(dz¡dt)2) = 0

where 4> is the function of Proposition 5.1. Hence

arg (<í>(z(t))(dz¡dt)2) = mir,       m = integer.
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Hence the argument principle implies

arg (dz ¡dt) = mtrß-axg <D/2.

Hence the index j of x0 satisfies

;- -(l/47r)(8(arg<D)).

Proposition 5.4. Let us assume the hypotheses and discussion of 10.1. Let x0e U

be an isolated umbilic point. Then 3>(x0) = 0. Furthermore if

<l>:(R2,x0) = (U,x0)^(C,0)

is nonsingular at x0, then the index j ofx0 is equal to ±\.

Corollary. Let us assume the hypotheses of 5.2. Let s(Y)ç(F1>0)2, be the

zero section of(K1,0)2. Then if F(X) fc s(X) the index of each umbilic point is either

+ i or - i

Remark. In the remainder of this section we will show that if / is umbilic

generic then F(Í7) n s(U) where U is some connected oriented neighborhood of

an isolated umbilic point off. The reason we cannot use all of Y is that it may not

be oriented and therefore admits no global complex structure.

(B) Geodesic coordinates. Here we will establish an important local relationship

between geodesic parallel and isothermal coordinates.

Let U and N he as in the beginning of part (A). Assume that we are given a

second set of coordinates (u, v) on U. Let (u, v) be x0-centered geodesic parallel

coordinates. Hence we can assume that

<8\8u, 0/of>(„,„) = 0,    <B\8u, BI8u}{u¡v) = 1,    <8¡8v, 3/3i>>(UiI)) = G(u, v) > 0,

G(0, v) = I,   and   8G¡8u\w¡0) = 0.

Let

SN:S(Tx(U))^S(Tx(U))

be the operator of the second fundamental form on U. As before we define

L(u, v) = <,SN(BI8u), 8¡Bv}(u, v),       M(u, v) = <SN(3/e>«), 8¡8v)(u, v)

and

Ñ(u, v) = <SN(8IBv), 8l8v}(u, v).

Let us define 0(w, v) = (Q>x(u, v), 4>2(m, t>)), from C/into R2 by

<¡>x(u, v) = (L(u, v)-Ñ(u, v))¡2   and   <D2(m, v) = -M(u, v).

We know F= 0. Hence

H(u, vf-K(u, v) = ((L(u, v)-Ñ(u, v))¡2G(u, v))2 + M2(u, v)¡G(u, v).
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Hence O^O, 0) = <P2(0, 0) = 0 if and only if x0 is an umbilic point. Hence in terms

of geodesic coordinates (u, v) on U we have constructed a function <ï> : U -> R2

such that d>(w, v) = 0 if and only if (u, v) is an umbilic point. In the last section

using isothermal coordinates we constructed a function Y : U -> C such that

T(x, >»)=Y(z, z)=0 if and only if (x, y) is an umbilic point.

Proposition 5.5. Let (x0) eU be an isolated umbilic point. Let 0(t/, v) be the

function constructed above with x0-centered geodesic parallel coordinates. Let

^Y(z, z)be the function constructed in part (A) using x0-centered isothermal coordinates.

Then <£(m, v) is regular at (0, 0) = x0 if and only ifyY(x, y) is.

Proof. We can assume the A of the isothermal coordinates satisfies A(0, 0) = 1.

Let u(x, y) and v(x, y) be smooth functions relating the geodesic and isothermal

coordinates centered at x0 on U. Hence

e 0(2).

We also know that

Hence

and

8  _8u   8     8v   8 8  _ 8u   8    dv   8

8x      8x 8u    8x 8v 8y      8y du    8y 8v

..      A du du    dv dv]

= Kx>y\TxTy + TxTy\'

x(-x>* - y +<**•%)= y +y ^^

Let L, TV, M be the components of the second fundamental form calculated in

isothermal coordinates. We therefore have

K„, = *„(g)a+^„)(|.|)+i(^,(|)a.

x,,     ,l8v 8u   dv 8u\    tf.     . 8v
+ M^VATx8-y+8-y8-x)+N(u'v)dx

du du

dx 8y

dv

8y

and

*<*, » - m »)g)%2«(. »)(£|)+*<«, cy
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Now

BL\ 8L

8x o      S"

. T... 82u I 8L

+ 2mMo'        Ty
8L

Bv
+ 2F(0)

B2u  I

8x By |0'

8M

Sx
= F(0)

82M

8x By

? = «»>?

,+*s+Bu

BM
+■

8u
+ Â(0)

82a

Sx 8.y

8N

Bx

Therefore

87V

Bu
+ 277(0)

82v

Bx By

8N
>   and   -T- _ 8N

o ~ dv 8y;
+2^(0)^-2

\8x    8x / o      2 \ 8h 0    8w o/

1 ¡8L   BN

2
¡Pu

Bx2
-Ñ(0) B2v

BxBy

and

2\8y    8yJ\0~2\8v     Bv J
+L(0)

82u

Bx By ,-*»S
We know 8u\Bx ■ Bu/dy+Bv/Bx ■ 8v/8y = 0, hence

82u   Bu    Bu 82u      82v    Bv    Bv 82v
■=: + ?-• S-1+«-ST-«T.+ S-VTC31  = 0

and

Bx By By ' Bx By2    8x By By    Bx By2

B2u Bu   Bu    82u     B2v Bv    Bv   B2y■ + ■ :+ä^"sr.+;Bx2 By   Bx Bx By   Bx2 By ' Bx Bx By

Hence at (0, 0) we have

By2

82v

o    Bx By
0   and

B2u

Bx By
+

32v

B~x~2

= 0.

= 0.

Similarly we know (Bu\Bx)2-(8u\8y)2 = G(u, v)((Bv\8y)2-(3v\Bx)2). Therefore

Bu 82u   „Bu   82u       8G /¡8v\2    ¡8vx2

Bx Bx2       By By Bx mmm^umm
and

Bu   82u

Bx Bx By       By By2      By

Now we have

32i;

-Bu 82u     BG IIBv\2    (Bv\2\    _,     ,8   U3v\2    (Bv\2\

82u

Bx2 Bx By
and

82u

Bx By

BH
By2
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2 \8x |o    dx \0)      2\du\0    du Jdu |0    du

8M\       8M
dx 8u

and

1 /oil _8Ñ

2\ô^|o    8y

8M\

dy lo

y-\r dÑK8v |0    dv }

dM

du

Therefore det (Jacobian T(0)) = det (Jacobian <D(0)).

(C) Proof of theorem. Let/e I(X, R3). Let x0 be an isolated umbilic point off.

Let U be an x0-centered geodesic parallel coordinate neighborhood, and let (u, v)

be the coordinate functions. Let (yx, y2, y3) and (ëx, ë2, ë3) be the usual coordinates

and frames in R3. Assume that/(x0) is the origin of R3,

Tx(f),(0,0) du = *i(0),       Tx(f) = ë2(0),

and that we have chosen a normal vector field TV on/(C7) so that TV(0) = e3(0). Let

0(f): T2(X) -* TX(R3) be the osculating map. We know that

°w(i) - X^mu-v)) and o(f){S}=ißei(f{u'v))'etc-

Let it : Horn (T2(X), TX(R3)) -> Xx R3 be the bundle projection. Let

6: n-\UxR3) -+ Horn (T2(X), Tx(R3)\Xo^

be the projection onto the fiber. Let ak, and aktt be the coordinates on the fiber

induced by the djdu, d2jdu2,..., and d¡dyi=ei. Look at the map y = 60(f)*: U-+

Fiber. Let

a\(u, v) = a\y(u, v) = j±>

a\(u, v) = a\y(u, v) = -jjjj,

al(u, v) = a\y(u, v) = -ß,

a\(u, v) = &
dv

a22(u,v) = ^-
dv

aî(u,v) = ^,
82f

«u(«. ») = gjè> aUu,v) = ^,

-d-^,...,a322(u,v) =a\x(u, v) =
8u2 8v2

In the last section we defined an algebraic variety v s Fiber = Horn (Rs, R3) as

follows. v={a e Fiber | <f>xx X2(a)=<l>xx 22(a)=0} where

a\2   a\2   a\2\(aii   a?i   a3u

ai     a\     a?  ) 2aia2-2(ai)2Det(aJ     a\     a?

\a\     a\ a\ \a\ a\     a\

and

(a\x   a2xx   alx\ fa22   a22   a22\

<f>u 22 = Det   aj     a?     a?      £ ^2~ 2 ^2 Det K     a*     al   )

\ai     at a\ \a\     a\ a%
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Let ao=y(0, 0). a0e U because x0 is an umbilic point. Furthermore by our choice

of coordinates we have

ai(a0) = al(a0) = 1,

0 - a\(a0) = a2x(a0) = al(a0) = a32(a0) = a\,(a0) = a%(a0) = a312(a0) = 0,

and a3xx(a0)=al2(a0). Let fax i2=<* and fax 22=ß. Hence

8a

8ß_

8a[2

8a

da

= 0   for i = 1, 2, 3,       r-r
Ba\2

= 0        —
U'       8a\

= a3x(a0),
8a

8a}

Ba

Ba\2

8a

= 0, 8a

8a\2
= -1,

= 0   i = l,2, 3,
Bß_

Baix

8ß_

Ba\x
= 0      M.

'       Sa\x

Ba

= 1,

0« = 0,

Bß_

Ba\2

Bß_

8a\2

Bß

o     -M- = -1 ^
8a1

=   -3UÍ2+ÍZ?!,

8£

Ba\

8ß_

Ba\

Bß
= 0,   and

Bß
3a\x-a322.

Therefore the covectors da(0)= -da32 + a3x da2+a3x da\ and

dß(0) = da\x - da\2 + (a3xx - 3a322) dai + (3a3xx - a%2) da\.

Let p = Tx(y)(BIBu)\0 and let v = Tx(y)(8¡8v)\0. It is an easy matter to see that

(da A dß)(p A v) ,¿0 if and only if y(U) meets v transversally at a0. Now

(da A dß)(p A v) = da(p) dß(v)-da(v) dß(p).

We see that

—   n3alx(0)
3a\

+ 2 8alt 8_

o '   Á   du   8alt

and

Hence

and

Hence

" = «¡a(0)fc3 + y 8<i 8
.¿-i.   Bv    Ba*.ér.t 8v dalt

A (   \ 8û™ , , s 8a\2
da{v) = —bT

*»"*

dß(p) =
du

vu22

Bu

Ba?22

' Bv

ÍA\t,ÍAR\í      a     Ï        (da*l\        8a™     \(8a12     \      (8all\
(da) A (dß)(p A V) = (-¿fl-to    J^ J-(^r|o-

¡±m_s%\ \(b (s%\\\
\8u\8u2     Bv2) 0)\8v\8u8v)\0J

vu22

~8v~ o/\ 3m  |o/

/ 8 ( 8% \   \(1(8%_S%\\\
\8u\8u8v) 0)\8v\8u2     8v2)\0)
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By using the formulas for L, M, and TV derived in §2 immediately after 2.3, we see

that

8L

8u

Hence

8%

du3

8L

dv

8Ñ
8u

83fs
8u2 8v

8%

8M

8u

8%

8u2 dv

8M

dv 8u dv2

8v2 8u

,    8Ñ
and   —

dv 8v3

-da A dß(     Av) = (—\-—    \(-?M.\\-(?K    V—     -—    \

= i det (Jacobian <D(0)),

where 4> : U -> T?2 is the map defined in the beginning of part (B) of §5. Therefore

we have shown the following theorem.

Theorem 5.6. Let fe I(X, R3). Let us assume that x0 is an isolated umbilic point

of f. Let v(X, R3) Ç Horn (T2(X), TX(R3)) be the second order Euclidean singularity

defined by v. (See §4.) If 0(f)*(X) meets v(X, R3) transversally at O(f)*(x0) then

the index of x0 is ± \.

Corollary 5.7. Let fe I(X, R3). Assume that f is umbilic generic. Then the

number of umbilic points U(f) of f satisfies

U(f) ^ 2\x(X)\,

is the Euler characteristic of X.

where x(X)

Remark. Corollary 5.7 agrees with Theorem 5.2 because the Chern class

C((A'1,0)2)([A']) = -2X(X), where ([X]) means evaluating the 2-dimensional integral

class on the fundamental 2-cycle [X], of X.
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